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Product Description

Quarrix™ Composite Tile is a lightweight molded composite of a mixture of polyethylene polymer and inorganic
proprietary additive materials that gives the authentic and traditional look of concrete and clay tiles. The tile has

                     
can be blended for a customized and unique roof appearance.
The tile has six different
tile colors to choose
from - see the back
cover to view the color
selection:
- Black
- Canyon Earth
- Desert Red
- Goldenrod
- Saddle Brown
- Sage

Front
161/2”
(41.91 cm)
131/2”
(34.29 cm)
exposure

21/4”
(5.72 cm)
thick
13”
(33.02 cm)
1119/32”
(29.44 cm)
exposure

Back

Quarrix Composite Tile Per Rooﬁng Square (100 square feet/30.48 m):
92 pieces (with 3” (7.62 cm) headlap)
Weight Per Quarrix Composite Tile Piece:
3 pounds (1.36 kg)
Pounds Per Rooﬁng Square:
303.6 pounds (137.71 kg square meter) – 100 square feet (12 kg/m)
Squares Per Pallet:
3 rooﬁng squares

Hip/Ridge/Rake Trim
Hip/Ridge
Hip/
p/
Starter

161/2”
(41.91 cm)

7

3 /8”
(9.84 cm)
1

8 /2”
(21.59 cm)

171/4”
(43.82 cm)

37/8”
(9.84 cm)
81/8”
(20.64 cm)

Warranty
Quarrix Composite Tile offers a 50-year limited warranty. (See Appendix C)
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Certiﬁcation
Quarrix Composite Tile has passed independent lab testing and completed testing for ICC-ES per AC-07
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Preparing for Installation – Materials Needed
Decking*
Quarrix Composite Tile shall be installed over code-complying, minimum 15/32” (12.7 mm) plywood sheathing
for the roof decking.
*



  

       

  



Underlayment*
For roof slopes 4:12 and above, the use of quality ice and water products and synthetic underlayments and 30#
felt will provide optimal performance when used in accordance with their respective manufacturers’ application
instructions. Use self-seal membrane that meets or exceeds requirements of ICBO AC 48 along roof perimeters
and protrusions. Underlayment should be installed parallel to the roof eave with a 6” (15.24 cm) lap on the ends.
A 3” (7.62 cm) side lap and a minimum 1/4” (6.35 mm) lap over eaves.
                 
a listing program of an inspection agency accredited by the International Accreditation Service, or otherwise
acceptable to ICC-ES.
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Battens
Quarrix Composite Tile can be installed direct to deck or with wood battens. Quarrix™ Tile Battens can be used
      K =           LM 
corrugated plastic, designed to allow moisture drainage and air movement under the tile. The battens can be
installed with a coil nail gun.
If using wood battens they shall be nominal 1” x 2” x 8’ (2.54 cm x 5.08 cm
x 2.44 m) pressure-treated wood battens with drainage notches or ports 16”
(40.64 cm) on center.
16”
(40.64 cm)
2”
(5.08 cm)
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16”
(40.64 cm)
3

/8”
(9.53 mm)
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16”
(40.64 cm)

16”
(40.64 cm)
11/4”
(3.18 cm)

16”
(40.64 cm)

16”
(40.64 cm)

Tile Battens

Recommended Quarrix Ridge Vent Products for
Quarrix Composite Tile
Ridge Ventilation
Quarrix™ M| =_  5/8” (15.88 mm) –
12.7” N.F.A. (32.26 cm) – 7” wide x 4’ long (17.78 cm x 1.22 m).
Available with the following weather blocking colors:
Black, Canyon Earth, Desert Red and Sand.

Tile RidgeVent

Roof Ventilation
N         X+~   X+~ " 
    "  H++" &9?JJ;   _   =   
longer-lasting roof. Quarrix™M      >  =  < 
hot, moist air from the attic while keeping out the most extreme weather elements.
      >"        <
com for the ventilation calculator. After entering your square footage, the calculator will provide you with the
      "     >  
2” (5.08 cm) slot to the required length on the ridge - cut a 3/4&?9+X;     
| '&?X$J;     j  "      >
Quarrix.com for on-the-roof intake options using Quarrix™V LM

Weather Blocking & Flashing*
N     " = K       <   ] 
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other structural protrusions. Flashing should extend 4” (10.16 cm) up vertical walls. Flashing shall be one of the

=?' $+ 
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applicable code; the Quarrix products listed below meet these requirements:

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking – K<   

      < 
^       >LM >       
temperature butyl adhesive, making installation quick and easy. The blocking can be
used where weather blocking or mortar is required. The blocking is available in four
   ^ >    ` > \   !  N   K  
mortar can be used as a substitute.

Quarrix™ Tile Flashing – <

K = = ??1/2&$9$?;>
effectively covers all roof-to-wall applications. The variability of Quarrix Tile Flashing
will expand 40% in both directions, forming a weather-tight seal. As a durable and
K< =     >K   ==  
or mortar is required: head
Hip nailer
231/2”
wall, chimney, skylight,
3
(59.69 cm)
/8” (9.53 mm) space
Tile
can
be
hip, ridge, gable end and
between
tail and nailer
cut to a
  K  chalk mark
Quarrix Tile Blocking
available in four different on the roof
Hip trim
colors: Black, Canyon
Earth, Desert Red and
Adhesive
between lap
!  N   K 
or mortar can be used as
Offset chalk line
Eave closure
” (2.54 cm) for the bottom
a substitute.
*$ % & 
   

4” (10.16 cm) to allow for
a tight miter cut at the end
of the hip nailer

Tile Blocking

Tile Flashing

Hip starter

3

Valleys*
M     $@     N =    
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6” (15.24 cm) for slopes below 4:12. Extend the bottom edge of the valley metal past the eave metal about 1”
(2.54 cm) and bend slightly down to form a drip edge. Cut pieces of Quarrix Composite Tile need to be secured
in two locations fasteners, wires, adhesives and clips are all good options.
*$ %
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Drip Edge & Rake Edge*
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Eave & Ridge Closures
Quarrix Eave and Ridge Closures are available in matching colors: Black, Canyon Earth, Desert Red, Goldenrod,
Saddle Brown and Sage. One eave and ridge closure for each Quarrix Composite Tile on the top and the bottom
row will be required.

Sealants/Adhesives
Use adhesive to secure cut pieces of Quarrix Composite Tile along hips, valleys, gables, sidewalls and
   >            K  
urethane, silicone or other higher end multi-polymer products. Colored mortar/grout or Quarrix Tile Blocking
may also be used along hips and open valleys and can be used in lieu of ridge closures along ridges. See
sealant manufacturers’ installation instructions for details.

Fasteners
Fasteners must penetrate the roof deck at least 3/4&?9+X;
Tile Fasteners – Use screws for maximum wind resistance: two 21/2” (6.35 cm), non-corrosive
No. 10 coarse thread, .344”- diameter (8.74 mm) pan-head screws. This will allow for 1/4” (6.35 mm)
penetration through sheathing. If using nails: two non-corrosive, 2” (5.08 cm), 10/11-gauge, ringshank (18 rings/inch), 3/8 &9XH;   
Batten Fasteners]    ?@       >
            
Underlayment FastenersP     ??    =3/8”
&9XH; =       3/4&?9+X;  
sheathing, whichever is less.
Flashing Fasteners – Flashing shall be fastened with 11-gauge, ring-shank, corrosion-resistant nails
   =K   =      3/4&?9+X;
or through the sheathing, whichever is less.
Hip and Ridge Trim – Fasteners for hip and ridge trim shall be No. 10, coarse-thread,
.344”-diameter (8.74 mm), corrosion-resistant bugle head screws. Use 21/2” (6.35 cm) long for ridges
and 21/2” (6.35 cm) long for hips. A 3” (7.62 cm) non-corrosive, ring-shank nail in combination with an
approved adhesive under the nose of each trim piece can also be used.
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Installation
1. Preparing the Deck for Installation
Start by making sure the deck, drip edge, valleys and underlayment have been installed according to ' 
   on page 2.

2. Batten Installation (optional)*
Align the batten* along the pre-chalked line. Nail the batten 2” (5.08 cm) from each end. Nail the battens every
10” (25.4 cm). The fasteners for Quarrix Composite Tile need to penetrate the roof deck through the battens by
a minimum of 3/4&?9+X;N       < ^ 
*&     

3. Roof Layout



   

 

Ridge nailer 1” x ? (2.54 cm x ?) of sufficient height to allow the head
of the ridge trim to rest on the ridge nailer and barrel of tile
(varies with roof slope)

For batten installation, strike the lines centered on each
hip if applicable. Then strike the horizontal line at 15”
Approximately 1” (2.54 cm)
(38.1 cm) (16” (40.64 cm) for direct to deck) for the top
Remaining battens equally
spaced (131/2” (34.29 cm) maximum)
edge of the eave batten above the eave edge to ensure
1
         =     <>  Underlayment /4” (6.35 mm) up from the
edge and sealed to eave metal
the horizontal line for the top edge of the top batten 1”
(2.54 cm) (1/4” (6.35 mm) for direct to deck) down from
the ridge center line. Then divide the distance between
Eave metal
these two lines into equal increments, not to exceed
First batten
15”
131/2&HJ$9;     
(38.1 cm)
the battens.

If different eave heights on the same roof plane do not allow for equal spacing, lay out the largest area as
described above. On the smaller area, snap the eave line at the proper eave spacing and align the remaining
lines with those already established on the larger roof plane. The results may reduce the spacing between the
        > <      =  j
ridge heights do not allow for equal spacing, add a short row along the shortest ridge. If a short row is required,
cut the head off the tile piece and install a batten along the ridge so the short row maintains the same slope as
the rest of the tiles.

4. Quarrix Composite
Tile Roof Loading

Tiles can be very slippery when wet and
caution should be taken when walking
on them. Toe-boards, OSHAapproved harnesses and safety
equipment should be used at all times.

Approximately 1” (2.54 cm)
Before loading the roof,
1
13
/
2” (34.29 cm) maximum
check to ensure that all
15” (38.1 cm)
battens,
underlayment
Stack 4-5 ridge trim
(4.3) on the ridge,
 K      
centered on every
131/2” (34.29 cm)
all debris. Also make sure
vertical chalk line.
15” (38.1 cm)
maximum
that any holes or damage
Note: Stack 2-3 extra
593/8”
is repaired. For gable roofs
tiles on the top stacks
(1.52 m)
9
if you have an uneven
8
strike vertical lines 58” (1.47
58”
7
number of rows.
6
(1.47
m)
17
m) O.C. after establishing the
5
13 16
58”
4
12 15 14
Randomly stack the tiles 5 high
3
11
starting line approximately between
2
10
the chalk lines throughout (1.47 m)
3
1
59 /8”
X93/8” (1.52 m) from the the roof. Then stack 5 more tiles
Position one rake on
(1.52 m)
randomly
on
top
of
the
existing
each batten next to the
inside edge of the gable
stacks to get a good color blend
gable edge and install
fascia. On hip roofs strike the
across the entire roof.
as field tiles are installed.
Rakes are not used with
vertical line at the midpoint
gable flashing.
of the eave to the apex of the
hips. Strike vertical lines 58”

5

(1.47 m) O.C. on either
10 10
Adhesive between rake Underlayment
10
10
side of that center line.
and tile and between
10
10
Bat stop (optional)
lap of the rakes
10
10
10
10
Add extra stacks along
Rake trim
the hip and valley to
Non-corrosive
10
10
10
10
10
10
3” (7.62 cm) ring-shank nail/
allow for one (1) tile per
1
2 /2” (6.35 cm) screw
row to be cut on each
Fascia extends
3
side. Adjust the starting
/4” (19.05 mm)
Vertical lines 58” (1.47 m) O.C. from center line.
above roof deck
line to allow for proper
       
         &X;  =               &X;    
      <         !   &JX;
ridge trim on the ridge, centered on every vertical chalk line. Stack two to three (2-3) extra tiles on the top stacks
if you have an uneven number of rows. The bottom two battens should be kept free of tile stacks. If blending
multiple tile colors, order an equal amount of each color and blend the colors randomly on the job site for a
  
  

5. Field Tile Installation*
Quarrix Composite Tile should be installed from right to left as viewed facing the ridge. The right edge of the
tile will lock into the left side of the tile laid before. When the tile is laid in a half-joint pattern, every other row
lands on the marked vertical line. This sets the course-to-course offset. Install the tile using both fastener
holes on every tile. Install the tile using the same exposure determined in the roof layout. The tile will be more
        =      =              
hips and valleys. Installers MUST blend the tile pieces from various pallets in order to achieve a distinct
surface look. Quarrix Composite Tile is designed to provide a random and varying aesthetic appearance.
*      (   !  !    !           "
  ()*+%"    ,      

6. Eave & Ridge Closure Installation
Eave closures are used to close the opening under the barrels and
     <     >K 
   K   _       
the bottom underside of each eave tile with the colored side facing the
 _   =        
it in place. Closures are designed for 3/8&9XH;   
should rest 1/4” (6.35 mm) up from the bottom edge of the eave metal.
P       =      _       =
      K <
past the face of the ridge closure.

Rake trim
Butt head of rake trim
to nose of field tile fill void with adhesive
Cut head of first rake
so exposed end is flush
with nose of field tile

Field tile

Cut the side of
bottom tile at an angle
to butt the fascia at
the top and eave
metal at the bottom
Eave closure and metal extends past end
of fascia board and is cut at an angle to support
bottom rake at same angle as the rest
Grout is used to fill any openings

7. Quarrix Tile Ridge Vent Installation*
 < M    
nailing board. Nail the tile ridge vent at the end of
each 4’ (1.22 m) section to hold the vent centered on
the ridge nailing board. The tile ridge vent can meet
a variety of pitches ranging from 3:12 to 12:12. Use
a minimum of a 13/4” (4.45 cm) nail; the nail should
penetrate the nailing board by 1/2” (12.7 mm).

Eave closure

Eave metal

6
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Copper valley metal

3
Underlayment sealed
/4” (19.05 mm)
to valley metal
opening under eave
closure and outside of rib

Form the tile ridge vent’s weather-blocking material to the tile
roof surface. Take care that the weather-blocking aluminum
area does not press to the surface of the nailing board,
   K = 3/4&?9+X; space should be
between the weather-blocking material and the center nailing
board.
Remove the protective strip from the back of the adhesive
tape on the back side of the weather blocking.
_ =     
each tile. The tile ridge vent can elongate to form the barrel    V       %=   
pressed to the tile to ensure a weather-tight seal.

 

When joining two pieces of the tile ridge vent together at the ridge, insert the excess StormStop®
  =J%&?$$;       ^ 
the 4’ (1.22 m) vent sections together until they meet and nail in place to the center board.
Cut off the excess amount of the tile ridge vent at the end of the hip or ridge with a knife or sheet
metal shears.
V     = N
Install the ridge trim with 131/2&HJ$9;<  
*          

(

  

  

8. Quarrix Tile Blocking & Rake/Hip Trim Installation*
V               =  =
                = 
      <    
=  
smooth appearance. The nailer should extend to within 4” (10.16 cm) of
     V       
voids between the tile. Or for a quick and easy solution, use Quarrix Tile
Blocking.
Center the blocking on top of the roof nailing board. Nail into the
center board every 12” (30.48 cm) up the hip.
Form the blocking to the tile roof surface. Install from the bottom of
the hip to the ridge, overlapping 3” (7.62 cm) on the tile.
Remove the protective strip from the adhesive tape.
_        J+~
V       
When putting two (2) rolls of the blocking together, overlap the
new roll 3” (7.62 cm) over the roll that has already been applied.
Cut off the excess blocking at the end of the hip with a knife or
sheet metal shears. The excess material can be used for the next
project.
Use adhesive on the underside and top edge of the rake trim and
fasten it with two (2) non-corrosive 3” (7.62 cm) ring-shank nails or
21/2”&'HX;=    Y  
installed with 131/2”&HJ$9;<  
*'     
    !

    $
- 
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General Maintenance
Algae/Moss
In some regions, the development of algae and moss can occur on any building material; the growth of moss or
algae form on the dirt and moisture on the surface of the Quarrix Composite Tile. The tile can easily be cleaned.

Leaves and Other Debris
Keep Quarrix Composite Tile free of all debris to help prevent any roof problems from arising.

Replace a Broken Quarrix Composite Tile Piece
|    <    >          
insert a wedge to hold it up and out of the way. Next, raise the butt end of the tile above and to the right, and
   = j      =    >    K    =       
twisting it to loosen the nails. If the broken tile was screwed, break the water dam off at the top of the tile and
   
 ==   =|       
Apply a generous amount of construction adhesive to the underside of the new tile piece at the base of the lugs
and on the top inch of the water lock. Slide the new tile up and to the left to interlock it with the one on each
side. Remove the two (2) wedges.

One - 16” (40.64 cm) Flat Bar

One - 12” (30.48 cm) Straight Blade Hack Saw
1
/4”
(6.35 mm)

13/4”
(4.45 cm)
6”
(15.24 cm)

Two - 6” x 2” x 2” Wedges
(15.24 cm) x (5.08 cm) x (5.08 cm)
Bottom View

Top View
19

Adhesive

11 /32” (29.69 cm)
exposure
Water dam

Adhesive
Overlap

Head of tile
Lug
Nail holes

3” (7.62 cm) head lap
Fastener collar
161/2”
(41.91 cm)

161/2”
(41.91 cm)
Water lock

131/2” (34.29 cm)
exposure

Eave closure slot

13”
(33.02 cm)

Nose/butt of tile
7
/8” (22.23 mm)

21/4” (5.72 cm) nose/butt
13”
(33.02 cm)

Architectural Speciﬁcations
N      
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Appendix A
Quarrix Composite Tile Speciﬁcations
Part #

Color

Description

Weight/ Weight/
Tile
Square

Rooﬁng
Square

2001CG

Black

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2001TC

Canyon Earth

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2001FC

Desert Red

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2001GR

Goldenrod

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2001SB

Saddle Brown

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2001MG

Sage

Field Tile

3.3 lbs

303.6 lbs

92 pieces

2010CG

Black

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2010TC

Canyon Earth

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2010FC

Desert Red

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2010GR

Goldenrod

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2010SB

Saddle Brown

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2010MG

Sage

Hip/Ridge/Rake

2 lbs

2011CG

Black

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2011TC

Canyon Earth

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2011FC

Desert Red

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2011GR

Goldenrod

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2011SB

Saddle Brown

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2011MG

Sage

Hip Starter

1.9 lbs

2014TC/SB

Used for Canyon Earth & Saddle Brown

Lower Metal Closure

2014FC

Used for Desert Red

Lower Metal Closure

2014GR

Used for Goldenrod

Lower Metal Closure

2014CG/S

Used for Sage & Black

Lower Metal Closure

2015TC/SB

Used for Canyon Earth & Saddle Brown

Upper Metal Closure

2015FC

Used for Desert Red

Upper Metal Closure

2015GR

Used for Goldenrod

Upper Metal Closure

2015CG/S

Used for Sage & Black

Upper Metal Closure

5/8”

x 48”

Hip/
Ridge/
Rake

Hip
Starter

Front

Quarrix™ Tile Ridge Vent

18018C

Black - 7” x

18018T

Canyon Earth - 7” x 5/8” x 48”

Quarrix™ Tile Ridge Vent

18018F

Desert Red - 7” x 5/8” x 48”

Quarrix™ Tile Ridge Vent

18018S

Sand - 7” x 5/8” x 48”

Quarrix™ Tile Ridge Vent

60917

Black - 3/4” x 11/2” x 96” (8’ fold-out)

Quarrix™ Tile Batten

18309

Black - 113/4” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

18310

Desert Red - 113/4” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

18311

Sand - 113/4” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

18312

Canyon Earth - 113/4” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

18313

Black - 15” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

18314

Desert Red - 15” x 25’

Quarrix™ Tile Blocking

Back
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Appendix B
Quarrix does not manufacture the ﬂashings listed in Appendix B; these are to be used as a reference when ﬁeld fabricating.

Sealant

Angle Flashing

Counter flashing
4” (10.15 cm) SS screw
Angle flashing
)
with neoprene washer
cm
.62 .
every other tile
7
(
n
3” Mi
(24” (60.96 cm) O.C.)
Metal ridge closure

12” (30.48 cm) Angle

9” (22.86 cm) Angle

Angle will
vary with
roof slope

Angle will
vary with
roof slope
1

/2” (12.7 mm)
each side

61/4”
(15.88 cm)

1

31/2”
(8.89 cm)

/2” (12.7 mm)
each side

3’ (91.44 cm)
ice and water
shield over
underlayment

13/4”
3” (4.45 cm)
(7.62 cm)

41/2”
(11.43 cm)

Bat Stop Flashing
1
/2”
(12.7 mm)

Counter Flashing
1
/4” (6.35 mm)
1” (2.54 cm)

13/8”
(3.49 cm)

33/4” (9.53 cm)

13/4”
(4.45 cm)

1

/2” (12.7 mm)
each side

Stucco Counter Flashing

Sidewall flashing

Sidewall flashing
Batten

Batten

Sealant

Non-corrosive
screw with
neoprene washer

Stucco
Foam
Sealant
73/16” (18.26 cm) counter flashing

Sealant
Counter flashing

Surface-mounted counter flashing
Sidewall flashing
Batten

95º

1

4 /4” (10.8 cm)
31/2”
(8.89 cm)
Sealant

3’ (91.44 cm)
ice and water
shield over
underlayment

3’ (91.44 cm)
ice and water
shield over
underlayment

Sealant
1

/2”
(12.7 mm)

Eave Metal
Double roman eave
closure - clips into
bottom lip of tile

1

1 /2”
(3.81 cm)
Angle will vary
with roof slope

Eave metal

/2”
(12.7 mm)

10

Batten
Underlayment
sealed to flashing

53/16”
(13.18 cm)

1

95º

800.438.2920

15”
(38.1 cm)
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Field verify
to fit blocking
thickness

Sealant

3’ (91.44 cm)
ice and water
shield over
underlayment

Gutter Eave Metal

Flat Roof Eave Metal

611/16”
(16.99 cm)

1
/2”
(12.7 mm)
each side

Double roman eave
closure - clips into
bottom lip of tile
Flat roof eave flashing
Flat roof material
extends minimum
of 18” (45.72 cm)
up roof

Gable Flashing
1”
(2.54 cm)
21/2” (6.35 cm)
5
/8” (15.88 mm)

3

/4” (19.05 mm)
each side

Flying Gable/Valley Flashing

Field measure
to fit fascia
thickness
1” (2.54 cm)
1

1

3”
3 /8”
(7.94 cm) (7.62 cm)

Underlayment
sealed to
flashing

/2” (12.7 mm)
each side

Half Saddle Open Valley Flashing

1” (2.54 cm) field measure
to fit fascia
thickness 7/8” - 15/8”
(2.22 cm - 4.13 cm)
3”
1” (2.54 cm)
(7.62 cm)
each side
4”
(10.16 cm)

9
/16”
(14.29 mm)

/4” (19.05 mm)
4 /2”
1 /4”
(11.43 cm) (4.45 cm)
3

/2” (12.7 mm)
each side

Hip Ridge Nailer
Height and angle
will vary depending
on roof slope

3

1

1

6”
(15.24 cm)

Hurricane Clip

1” (2.54 cm) each side

1” (2.54 cm)

27/16”
(6.19 cm)
3
/16”
(4.76 mm) 1”
(2.54 cm)

Side Wall Flashing

Side Saddle Channel Flashing
Bottom edge of siding

Bottom edge
of siding
reference line

3”
(7.62 cm)

3

3 /4” (9.53 cm)
each side
3
/4” (19.05 mm)
each side

3

71/2” (19.05 cm)
without counter
41/2” (11.43 cm) flashing
with counter
flashing

3”
(7.62 cm)

3”
(7.62 cm)

11/2”
(3.81 cm)

/4” (19.05 mm) 1
4 /8”
each side
(10.48 cm)

Sidewall flashing
73/4” (19.69 cm)
without counter
flashing

Batten
43/4”
(12.07 cm)

33/4” (9.53 cm)
with counter
flashing
5
2”
31/2”
/8”
(5.08 cm) (8.89 cm) (15.88 mm)

Vapor
barrier

Sealant
3’ (91.44 cm) ice and water shield
over underlayment
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Closed Valley Flashing
Copper valley clip and
adhesive used to secure
less than full tile pieces

31/2” (8.89 cm)
each side
(higher for slopes
over 12:12)
33/4” (9.53 cm)
1” (2.54 cm)
3 /2”
5
/8” (8.89 cm) each side
(15.88 mm)
1

Miter cut
batten to within
1” (2.54 cm)
of the rib

Copper
valley metal

Underlayment sealed
to the valley metal
within 1” (2.54 cm)
of the rib

Open Valley Flashing

6”
(15.24 cm)

2”
(5.08 cm)

4”
(10.16 cm)
1” (2.54 cm) each side

1” x 2” (2.54 cm x 5.08 cm)
notched battens 14” (35.56 cm) O.C. miter cut 1” (2.54 cm) from rib

Valley metal exposed
4” (10.16 cm) at the top
and 8” (20.32 cm) at
the bottom for valleys less
than 30’ (9.14 m) long
4”
(10.16 cm)
Underlayment
1” (2.54 cm)
from rib sealed
to flashing
Underlayment

Tile and grout 2” (5.08 cm)
from center of valley at the top

Valley rib

Grout and wire under tile

Batten
1” (2.54 cm)
from rib
(optional)
Special colored
grout and grout wire
on both sides

Underlayment 1” (2.54 cm)
from rib sealed to the flashing

24” (60.96 cm) open valley flashing (wider flashing
required for valleys over 30’ (9.14 m) long to
maintain a 1/8” (3.18 mm) per foot increase in the
metal exposure from top to bottom)

1” (2.54 cm)
4”
Tile and grout 4” (10.16 cm) from
(10.16 cm)
center of valley at the bottom

Dormer Flashing

Top of the angle flashing
wrapped around the counter

Vapor barrier over flashing
Sidewall flashing
18” x 18” (45.72 cm x 45.72 cm)
lead flashing
Angle flashing
3’ (91.44 cm)
self-seal membrane
4” (10.16 cm) 6” (15.24 cm) up
SS screw
the side of the
with neoprene dormer and over
Ridge
washer approx.
closure 24” (60.96 cm) O.C. underlayment
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Closed valley flashing

Underlayment
Vapor barrier
Soffit material
cut 1/4” (6.35 mm) above
the plane of the tile
Ridge closure
Tile 3” (7.62 cm)
up under soffit
Sidewall flashing

Eave metal
18” x 18”
(45.72 cm x 45.72 cm)
lead flashing

Sealant

3’ (91.44 cm)
self-seal
membrane over
underlayment

Chimney Flashings

Skylight Flashings

2’ (60.96 cm) ridge on
saddle/cricket

Mold lead flashing
material to connect
channel and angle
flashings

Flat saddle flashing
and eave closures

Skylight counter
flashing

Half saddle
valley flashing

Counter flashing

Side saddle
channel flashing

Angle flashing
with ridge closures

Side saddle
channel flashing

Angle flashing
with ridge closures

Mold lead flashing material
to connect channel and
angle flashings

Keep channel and angle
flashing high enough to
allow tile to slide under them

Cap Flashing at Flat Roof

Ridge Trim and Vent at Top of Mansard

Single-ply membrane
Single-ply flashing
Non-corrosive screw
with neoprene washer

Sealant between laps
of ridge trim
Metal ridge
closure

Cap flashing
Ridge closure

Ridge nailer (by tile roofer)
Aluminum cap flashing over
underlayment (by tile roofer)
2” x ? (5.08 cm x ?) blocking cut to
allow 11/2” (3.81 cm) flat surface
(by others)
SS screw with
11/2”
neoprene washer
(3.81 cm)
3” (7.62 cm)

Underlayment

Wall
Bug
stud
screen
16”
fastened to (40.64 cm)
blocking and O.C.
behind temination
bar (by tile roofer)

Quarrix Tile Blocking & Rake/Hip Trim
Adhesive between
laps at nail hole
Hip trim
Sealant
Miter cut field
Hip nailer
tile to within
3
/8” (9.53 mm)
Optional
of the hip nailer
grout

Termination bar (by flat roofer)
EPDM, reflash and
cant block (by flat roofer)

11/2” (3.81 cm)

Gable Flashing Without Rake Trim
on Sraight Gables
Underlayment
Batten
3” (7.62 cm)

Sealant

Batten
Hip nailer
Hip trim
131/2” (34.29 cm)
exposure
Sealant
between laps
Hip starter

Miter cut hip/ridge and hip starter trim to fit
Add adhesive at the joint
Grout/caulk joint
Flashing under
hip/ridge and
over field tile
Hip trim

Ridge trim/
hip starter

Hip trim

Eave closure
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Appendix C
Limited Warranty and Certiﬁcate of Warranty
LNj^Lj|\jW_\L!&LNj;>N\jMj!jP\jM`!j_|N!_\L!>j>]NN!Y`]`P
Y`^Lj|\jWNY`jV` <™ & <_  ;]``jWjN||j!N||`\&=;>|YN <
_  =   > >           =          
         &X+;         =   =   =   
winds less than eighty (80) miles per hour for a period of ten (10) years from the date of original purchase.
QUARRIX%!|jN^j|jL\`Yj!]NNj!|jVj`\!|`|`_|N`V`P\`P`jM`QUARRIX_\L!>
AT QUARRIX%!_j>`PL\PjWjN|_LYN!`_j``N!N^|``_|N`V`!&  ;
Owner’s sole and exclusive remedy for any claim whatsoever, whether in contract, warranty, tort, strict liability, or otherwise arising out
 >       <_  > =        <_        
=  >  =   <_                >
=       =&H+;  
      =&H+; 
  ==   >          >  > 
    <_  >         <    <^  _  >
{J$X|  N>V
>VXXJ$'
Yj!]NN!YN||N__|LNj_\L!YNYNM`^``j!N||`\jN\N`]jY
VNLPNL`%!WLj\`|j`!N\N||N__|jN^|`^Lj|\jW!NP`\`!YNM`^``_Nj\jPL||
=         &;    >   ?+ >> > > " >  
  >&; <   <_    >    > > =  = >&; >
 > &  
 >    ;>      >       <_  
      =               <_  >&; 
     <_      <>&;             <==
 <_      >&; >        <_     ==  
designed or intended, (vii) defects due to inferior building practices, ventilation, snow and ice control, (viii) replacement under or subjection
to abnormal use conditions, (ix) normal wear and tear including the natural effects of progressive aging on the color and surface of the tile,
&<;  >&<;        > &<; <_   = =< @+ =  
does not cover product defects on installed roofs where such defects were apparent at or prior to installation.
N&?X;       > => <           
products, the amount Quarrix may pay will be reduced by the amount of usage the Owner has received of affected products. Thus,
 <=       _  _       = 
the number of months remaining in the warranty by 600 (the number of months in the original warranty period). This percentage will be
multiplied times the jWjN|_LYN!`_j` for the affected product. NOTE: Reasonable Replacement Costs covered by this
|]         >  >K > = >   =     >  
labor associated with any replacement.
LNj%!]NN!YN||N__||Y`LNj_\L!j`M`!YN||LNj^`|jN^|`P
N!_Nj>|N^Y``_`!`!jL`\^Y`]`>!_`jN|>jj\`N|>``V_|N
!`L`jN|\NVNW`!PNj\]YN!`M`>]Y`Y`^N!`\L_]NN>N>>!j
|jN^j|jY`]j!`LNj%!|jN^j|jNj!jWLPY`VNLPNL`>!N|`!L__|PY`LNj
_\L!Y`jL!`!YN||```\Y`NLN|_LYN!`_j`
Yj!]NNVN^`N!P``\`]]`PY`!LL`NNjV`\LjWY`|jP`PY`
]NN   >  =   "  > =        
=       >    >      ==  <^  _  >{J$X
|  N>V
>VXXJ$'>= =   =   ==
]`j!!|`|`!_!j^|`P\``VjjWY`!LjN^j|jPL!`N__|jNjPNLNj_\L>
]Y`Y`LNj_\L!V```Lj`V`!PN__|jN^|`^Lj|\jW\`!!NP`\`!P!_`jPj
N__|jNj!
No person or entity is authorized by Quarrix to make, and Quarrix shall not be bound by, any statement or representation as to the
    <_    =   =  =       <  
written instrument signed by Quarrix and Owner.
Y`P`WjW]NNj!`|L!jM`N\j|j`LPNY`]NNj`!]jY`!_`LNj_\L!>
]Y`Y`N|]j`>`_`!!jV_|j`\>j|L\jW]jYL|jVjNj>NjV_|j`\]NNP
V`YNN^j|j>Pj`!!PN_NjL|N_L_!`jPjW`V`
| =        =     <     <    
<=                 =      
    >=     
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